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CODEWAVE.JS: 
FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPMENT - COURSE SYLLABUS 

Who this course is for: 

1. ENTREPRENEURS AND STARTUPS   
Gain the in depth skills you need to prototype and fully develop your product. 

2. ADVANCING A CAREER 
Looking to go full force into web development as a career?  
This course will qualify you to fully develop any front end web platform or application 

3. JUNIOR DEVELOPERS 
Step up your skills in web development beyond basic HTML, CSS and Javascript and go deeper into Javascript 
frameworks to become a ‘Full Stack’ front end web developer. 

What’s in the Course: 

WEEK 1: Advanced JavaScript 

 
Review of JS Syntax, Variables, conditional statements, loops, Basic functions, Arrays and objects, String and 
String manipulation Solving basic challenges, Understanding Block scoped vs Function scoped (let, const vs var), 
Understanding Hosting, Understanding data types in JS, and the difference between primitive data types vs non-
primitive data types, Pass by value vs Pass by reference, Understanding Closures and their nature, etc. 

WEEK 2: Node 

 
Understanding what Node.js is, Setting up a Node environment, Understanding the Node Package Manager (NPM) 
Basic NPM commands, Creating a basic Node server, Building a simple project with Node.js, including a third-party 
library imported from NPM, Introduction to the Express.js framework, Setting up an Express server Handling 
requests and sending responses, Building a RESTful API with Express that includes (GET,PUT,POST,DELETE HTTP 
requests ), Using Postman, to test the API   

WEEK 3: React  

 
Understanding what React is and its architecture, How to Set up a react application, Introducing JSX and its rules, 
Understanding Components in React and creating simple ones, Basic webpage using components, Understanding 
the concept of state, Understanding React Hooks Learning the common hooks like useState and useEffect, 
Updating state with Hooks, Understanding props in React and how to pass data from one component to another, 
Building a project that involves state and lifecycle methods. 

WEEK 4: Full Stack Javascript App + MongoDB 

 
Understanding NoSQL databases, Introduction to MongoDB, Using MongoDB Atlas for hosting the database, 
Connecting a Node.js application to MongoDB with Mongoose, Starting and building a project that involves the 
MERN stack, (MongoDB,Express,React,Node.js), Deploying the app to a cloud platform such as Heroku, Presenting 
the final project and reviewing the code. 
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Build a full stack application that uses the technologies discussed in previous weeks. Application will include a 
database, server, and a front-end framework. 

1.     REVIEW OF JS SYNTAX:  
Brief overview of JavaScript, types of loops, control structures, functions 
  
2.     NEW FEATURES OF ES6: 
 let and const vs. var, fat arrow functions, template strings, classes. 
   
3.     INTRO TO NODE:  
What is node? Use NPM (Node Package Manager) to install dependencies like React, Mongo, and Node. 

  
4.     WEB SOCKETS: 
PROJECT – Chat application with Web Sockets.  
Open a connection for a bi-directional communication between a client and a server.  

  
5.     MIDDLEWARE:  
Dealing with requests and response. Error handling,  

  
6.     WORKING WITH AN API:   
PROJECT – Twitter API.  
The app will have a landing page, that page will have an input form. Write Middleware to deal with request, 
response and JSON data from Twitter.  Use EJS to template the results page. 

  
7.     REACT:  
Introduce JSX (a cross between HTML and JavaScript), Using build tools like Gulp and Webpack to compile 
JSX code to JavaScript. Initial setup of a React application. 

  
8.  DEEPER INTO REACT:  
Discuss props, components, and state. Discuss one-way data binding 

  
9.  ASYNCHRONOUS JS AND REACT:  
PROJECT – Reddit Search with React:  
Learn to work with asynchronous code, update state, props.  

  
10.    DATABASES: 
Discuss SQL and Mongo. What are the pros and cons of each? Define ORMs. What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of using them? 

  
11. CAPSTONE PROJECT. PUT EVERYTHING TOGETHER INTO A FINAL PROJECT 
 
The final outcome for Codewave.js is to design and build a comprehensive website or application of your choice 
using Advanced Javascript frameworks. You will demonstrate your knowledge of how to structure, style, and 
make your site interactive. The result is a site that can be used in your portfolio.  

The objective of the project is to demonstrate understanding of all JavaScript, data and algorithmic topics 
covered throughout the course and combine technical and design skills to create a website that is compatible 
with the latest modern browsers and devices. We encourage Creativity and Improvisation -  Instructors will guide 
you on feasibility and manage scope.  


